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December 4, 2020 
 
Members, Committee on Legal Services 
Colorado General Assembly 
200 E Colfax Avenue 
Denver, CO 80203 
 

Re: Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) Request for 
Modification to LLS Docket No. 200109 

 
Committee Members: 
 
The purpose of this letter is to request a modification to the recommendation of the Office of 
Legislative Legal Services (OLLS) to sunset two provisions of Air Quality Control Commission 
(Commission) Regulation Number 3, Part A - Sections II.A.1 and II.A.2.a.  The OLLS Memorandum, 
dated December 1, 2020 (Memorandum), states that CDPHE does not contest this sunset proposal. 
CDPHE confirms that it does not contest the OLLS proposal to sunset Section II.A.2.a. However, prior 
to receiving the Memorandum, CDPHE was not aware that OLLS was also proposing to sunset Section 
II.A.1. CDPHE requests that the Committee remove the reference to Section II.A.1 from its sunset 
proposal, and limit the sunset proposal to Section II.A.2.a. After discussions with Mr. Morris of OLLS 
on December 3, 2020 regarding this issue, we understand that OLLS does not object to this request. 
 
As set forth in the Memorandum, the concern of OLLS is that Section II.A.2.a is inconsistent with §25-
7-114.1, C.R.S. Essentially, the issue is that §25-7-114.1 can be read to require, in all cases, the 
submittal of an Air Pollutant Emission Notice (APEN) prior to the actual emission to the atmosphere 
of air pollutants. Section II.A.2.a, however, permits the operators of a limited group of sources - oil 
and gas well production facilities - to submit the APEN up to ninety (90) days after commencing 
operation of the facility.  
 
Section II.A.1, in contrast, contains the underlying requirement that implements §25-7-114.1 - and 
requires all Colorado sources to submit an APEN prior to emitting air pollutants to the atmosphere. 
Section II.A.1 states: 
 

Except as specifically provided in Section II.A.2, below, or as exempted in Section 
II.D., no person shall allow emission of air pollutants from, or construction, 
modification or alteration of, any facility, process, or activity which constitutes a 
stationary source, except residential structures, from which air pollutants are, or are 
to be, emitted unless and until an Air Pollutant Emission Notice and the associated Air 
Pollutant Emission Notice fee has [sic] been filed with the Division with respect to 
such emission. . . .  

 
If this Committee sunsets Section II.A.1, the Committee will be sunsetting the regulation that 
implements §25-7-114.1, and there will be no regulation that requires all sources in Colorado to 



 

submit an APEN. That could jeopardize CDPHE’s air program, including the delegation by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for CDPHE to administer the federal permitting programs, 
EPA’s approval of Colorado’s State Implementation Plans necessary to meet federal air quality 
standards, and CDPHE’s collection of air pollution fees, which are based on APENs.  We assume this is 
not the intended or desired result. 
 
CDPHE understands that OLLS proposed Section II.A.1 for sunset because of the first part of the 
introductory clause, which references Section II.A.2. However, Section II.A.1 does not itself contain 
any exemption or deferral of the APEN submittal requirement. Thus, if the Committee removed 
Section II.A.1 from its sunset proposal, but still moved forward with the sunset of Section II.A.2.a, 
the offending language in the first clause of Section II.A.1 would be of no force or effect. CDPHE 
could then proceed to remove that language from the regulation at the next opportunity. Given the 
procedural requirements of the State Administrative Procedure Act, §24-4-101, C.R.S. et seq., and 
the Commission’s Procedural Rules, 5 C.C.R. §1001-1, there is no opportunity for CDPHE to seek to 
amend Section II.A.1 to modify the first clause before the sunset of Section II.A.1 would be 
effective.  
 
For these reasons, CDPHE asks the Committee to preserve the foundational requirement for Colorado 
air pollution sources to submit the required notices to CDPHE and to remove Section II.A.1 from its 
sunset proposal. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this important matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 

 
Garrison Kaufman 
Director, Air Pollution Control Division 
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment 
 
 
 
 


